Effects of lateral hypothalamic lesion with the neurotoxin hypocretin-2-saporin on sleep in Long-Evans rats.
Narcolepsy, a disabling neurological disorder characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness, sleep attacks, sleep fragmentation, cataplexy, sleep-onset rapid eye movement sleep periods and hypnagogic hallucinations was recently linked to a loss of neurons containing the neuropeptide hypocretin. There is considerable variability in the severity of symptoms between narcoleptic patients, which could be related to the extent of neuronal loss in the lateral hypothalamus. To investigate this possibility, we administered two concentrations (90 ng or 490 ng in a volume of 0.5 microl) of the neurotoxin hypocretin-2-saporin, unconjugated saporin or saline directly to the lateral hypothalamus and monitored sleep, the entrained and free-running rhythm of core body temperature and activity. Neurons stained for hypocretin or for the neuronal specific marker were counted in the perifornical area, dorsomedial and ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalamus. More neuronal nuclei (NeuN) cells were destroyed by the higher concentration of hypocretin-2-saporin (-55%) compared with the lower concentration (-34%) in the perifornical area, although both concentrations lesioned the hypocretin neurons almost equally well (high concentration=91%; low concentration=88%). The high concentration of hypocretin-2-saporin also lesioned neurons in the dorsomedial nucleus of the hypothalamus and ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalamus. Narcoleptic-like sleep behavior was produced by both concentrations of the hypocretin-2-saporin. The high concentration produced a larger increase in non-rapid eye movement sleep amounts during the normally active night cycle than low concentration. Neither concentration of hypocretin-2-saporin disrupted the phase or period of the core temperature or activity rhythms. The low concentration of unconjugated saporin did not significantly lesion hypocretin or neurons and did not alter sleep. The high concentration of unconjugated saporin produced some loss of neuronal nuclei-immunoreactive (NeuN-ir) neurons and hypocretin immunoreactive neurons, but only a transient increase in non-rapid eye movement sleep. These results led us to conclude that the extent of hypocretin neuronal loss together with an accompanying loss of cells in the lateral hypothalamus may explain the differences in severity of symptoms seen in human narcolepsy.